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Important

Important
This document describes the new features of cobra CRM BI and cobra
CRM PRO and indicates the range of their functions and databases. Should
you be working with a different version like cobra CRM PLUS, it might have a
slightly different look-and-feel than shown here and have a restricted range
of functions.
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Installing the new Version, including
the Data from the 2018 Version
For details on further ways of installing, configuring and migrating data
please refer to the system manual and the installation instructions available
as PDF files.
When installing a patch from the 2018 version to the 2020 version,
the older version will be updated and, in the process, be completely
overwritten. So there is no way for you to return to the 2018 version
if you have not completely (!) backed up the 2018 version before.
To backup the system completely, proceed as follows:
1. Copy the complete server installation, including all files and subfiles, to a safe place.
2. In cobra 2018, save your SQL databases using the command »File:
Data Backup: Database Backup«.
Patch-Installation to update cobra 2018 to cobra 2020
You have downloaded the patch file from our customer portal or have received it from cobra or your specialist dealer in some other way.
During the patch installation your existing cobra version 2018 will be updated to the 2020 version. All existing paths and settings will be taken over
completely. This is why you cannot enter any new paths during a patch installation.
Please have your activation data for cobra 2020 at hand, since they will be
required during the update.
 Close cobra 2018.
 Close the cobra Appointment Manager.
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Installing the new Version, including the Data from the 2018 Version
 Close Outlook.
 Double-click the patch file. Patch installation will begin. During installation, the existing cobra 2018 will be detected automatically.
 Follow the Wizard steps.
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New Features for Your Daily Tasks
Look and Feel
Minimizing the Ribbon
When you collapse the ribbon, it is not minimized completely, but packed
more tightly.
 Use the arrow icon at the right border of the ribbon to expand and collapse it.

If you want to minimize the ribbon completely, there is a command for that
in the context menu.
 Right-click the ribbon.
 In the context menu, click the »Minimize ribbon« command.
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Searching for Menu Functions
A search function was added to the ribbon that
will make it easier to find and execute menu
commands. You can find this search feature at
the end of the ribbon.
 Enter a search term.
 All commands will be shown that contain the
search term and are also available at this
point.
 Here you can directly click the command required.

Allocating Several Commands to a Button
You can allocate several commands to a button that will then be processed
in the order you specified.
 Issue the command »File: View: Edit entry mask«.
 Select the entry mask you need and open it for editing.
 Drag a button into the entry mask.
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 In the »Control elements« dialog click the »Action« field. A small button
will pop up that you can use to open the configuration dialog.
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You can now combine actions from the »Further commands« area with each
other.
 Click the

button.

 From the commands shown, select the one you need.

 Using the arrows, you can alter the order of the commands.
 To edit commands, such as using different data record templates or other
default settings, click the »Configure« button.
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If you then need the button later when editing an address, the actions you
specified will be performed.
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Personal Data
Modifying the Search Dialog for Personal Data
You can find this dialog in the »Privacy« tab at »Searching for personal data«.
This dialog does not
need to be closed to
show results. Instead, it
will stay open in the
background, can be used
for further search queries and can be closed
using the separate
»Close« button.
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Email Blacklist Now Contains Wildcards
 You can find this dialog in the »Privacy« tab at »Administering the email
blacklist«.
The email blacklist now also supports using wildcards when entering email
addresses that are to be locked. This will allow to lock all email addresses of
a domain by one entry only at *@domain.de.

Write-Protect Fields: More Source Selections
If you select a field for the personal data field »Original source« that might
be write-protected, you will be informed by a note in the configuration dialog for the field assignment.
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Control Panel
Use Tracking
Use tracking analyzes user behavior. It will record how often a command in
the ribbon or the backstage view (the »File« menu item) is called. That number is saved locally and sent to cobra once a month, anonymized.
Use tracking is activated by default.

 You can deactivate both tracking and sending user data. To do so, issue
the command »File: System settings: System settings: Data and activating:
Statistics of calls«.

Here you can also send the data immediately to cobra by clicking the button.
14
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Database Structure
More Free Tables for CRM PRO and CRM BI
System administrators and others having the same authorizations can now
create up to 1024 free tables - their number had been restricted to 64 up to
now.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 There, use the »Administer« button to select the »New« option.

Quick Mode
There is a new option »Activate quick mode« in the database structure. This
option is set per table and will limit filtering and sorting to those fields that
are in first place in the sortings/indices fields for this table.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.
 Use the »Manage« button to select the »Activate quick mode« option.
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Now it is no longer possible to sort, filter and search in any data columns for
which indices/sortings were not specified. Users can identify such columns
because their icons are missing or inactive.
Users can deactivate the mode while cobra is running. When the program is
started again, it will be activated automatically. If quick mode was not activated in the database structure, there is nothing the user can do.
 Activating and deactivating is done in the ribbon using the command
»Layout: Data access: Quick mode«.
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Using Relations to Display Data
Instead of in a subordinated data table, several data tables, even higher-level
ones, can now be displayed in one view only if they were linked by relation
fields. This makes it possible to view the payments listed in a specific statement even if there is a table structure such as: »Table of payments -> Table
of postings -> Table of statements -> Table of accounts«. Or you display all
the machines altogether with service tickets, repair reports or other relating
data.
To do so, a new option was created in the view editor when configuring a table for the reference source.
 Load the view required into the view editor.
 Therefore issue the command »File: View: Edit view«.
 In the view, right-click the data table required. In the context menu, issue
the command »Wizards: Table configuration«.
 Switch to the »Reference source« tab.
 Here you can »Add parent relations«.
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All data tables linked to the data table selected
will now be available.
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You could thus ensure that all payments linked to an account will be displayed when you click an account in the view.

Serial Letter
Serial Letter From Single Letter Templates
You can now also use single letter templates for serial letters. Newly created
letter templates will appear in both template administrations and can each
be selected for individual groupings.
This will only work with text templates. Script templates cannot be
used for serial letters.
 In the ribbon, switch to »Output«.
 There issue the command »Edit letter formats«.
 Create a new letter template.
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Be careful to select the right text format.

Serial letter templates are administered just as those for single letters. You
can find administering and selecting functions in the ribbon at »Output«.
You can use text formats for single as well as serial letters. And integrate
them in configurations, assign them to different groupings etc.

Before the template is applied, you are asked for a data source. Here you can
choose between different data subsets: the current data record, addresses
queried (only for address table templates), free filters (to be configured in a
dialog) and filters from the filter list.
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Use the »Preview« button for an overview of the data source selected.

Data Record Templates
Calculation Formula for Date- and Numeric Fields
Using the command »File: Database: Database structure«, you can configure
database templates. Now you can also enter date calculations in these templates. This will work in entry masks, in data record templates as well as for
copying rules.
 New attributes can be used for data record templates and copying rules.
These are either »Current date + X« or »Current date - X«. Default value
for both is 3.
 If you enter +7 or -7 into such a field, seven days are added to, or subtracted from, the date a data record is created.
When you create a data record you could, e.g., in this way automatically enter
a date 14 days later than the date it was created and then used it to check
whether a customer has confirmed the order in the meantime.
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Synchronizing with Outlook
Using System Fields for Filtering
When synchronizing with Outlook, you can now also filter according to system fields.
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Dashboard (CRM BI only)
Grouping
A new grouping feature was added to the dashboards: »Tab Container«. You
can use it to distribute dashboards to separate tabs and thus display more
data and arrange them more logically and clearly.
 In the Dashboard Designer, in the »Welcome page« tab, click the »Tab
Container«.
An empty area named »Page 1« will be created. If you click the »+« character,
additional register tabs will be created.

 Now fill these register tabs by dragging dashboard objects there. Name
the register tabs accordingly.
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In the end, the dashboard will look something like this:

Filter
There is a new function for filtering according to dates. This filtering option
will make it easier to filter according to specific time frames. So you could,
e.g., specify whether you want to filter according to years or calendar quarters. You will then be offered suitable options in the filter selection dialog.
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WEB PRO (CRM PLUS, CRM PRO, CRM BI)
Prerequisite for working with WEB PRO is having installed and set up
the Mobile CRM server module previously.

Configuration
To activate WEB PRO, in cobra, issue the command »File: Database«. There,
in the »Moduls« section, you will find the function »WEB PRO Configuration«.
 The dialog to configure cobra WEB PRO is called.

When you use WEB PRO for the first time, you must initialize WEB PRO. To
do so, there is the »Start initializing« button in the »Activation« tab.
Should you have used WEB PRO before, this button will either read »Activate
WEB PRO« or »Deactivate WEB PRO«, depending on whether you have activated or deactivated WEB PRO previously.
The Initializing Wizard will guide you through the licensing process. You will
be needing your own license file. After activating or initializing, the »Field
25
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configuration« and »Mobile CRM configuration« tabs will be activated for
you.
During initialization, cobra will create three WEB PRO tables. The most important one will administer all WEB PRO accounts. Since WEB PRO is used for
GDPR-compliant features such as signing up for newsletters, managing profiles and downloading documents, every user will need a specific account
registered via a website. This is now explained in more detail. Any details regarding that account are stored in the table mentioned above.
After initializing, an account will contain a selected number of fields that can
always be supplemented using the database structure dialog. You can view
the contents in the field configuration dialog.

The first column contains the fields of the account table, the second one
shows the field type. WEB PRO accounts can be linked to an address of the
address table. In that case, the third column will contain the corresponding
address table field. You can ask cobra to make an initial suggestion for that.
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 To do so, click the »Suggested field mapping« button.

In the image above you can see an example of such a link. You can link yourself any fields that were not linked before.
 In the field concerned, select the small arrow besides the »+« icon.
 If you can't find a suitable field, use the »+« icon to add a new field to the
address table.
The fourth column contains the field type of the address table field. The fifth
column specifies how the contents of the two tables are to be handled for
this field.
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The following features are available for resolving conflicts:
 Filling the field in the address with the content of the field linked in the
account, if the address field is empty.
 Overwriting the field in the address with the content of the field linked in
the account, regardless of whether the field in the address is empty or
not.
 No synchronization (no field is overwritten).
 Filling the field in the account with the content of the linked field in the
address, if the account field is empty.
 Overwriting the field in the account with the content of the field linked to
the address, regardless of whether the field in the account is empty or
not.
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 Synchronizing (this means that cobra will ensure that both fields will always have the same content, any modification will be synchronized).
In general, any two fields will be synchronized if they were linked to each
other:
 Status: It will show the state of an account, i.e., whether an account was
logged on, there are any modifications etc.
 Customer group: The group will serve to provide the user with a selection
of documents in the web portal.
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After configuring the fields, you need to establish the connection to the web
server. For that, you require a mobile server installed previously.

Connection data are assigned in the »Mobile CRM configuration« tab:
 The IP address/Host name used to contact the Mobile CRM server module
from the outside.
 The activated port (the same as specified in the mobile server).
 The password to protect communication between the website and the
Mobile CRM server module.
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You can use the »Connection test« button to check whether it is possible to
connect. There will be feedback.
You must log on for the next step. There will be feedback.
The steps described here are in part not completely new, but were handled
differently before.
Also, the fields »Status« and »Customer group« both have a selection list.
While the »Double-Opt-In Status« selection list is automatically filled by cobra and should not be modified, the »WEB PRO Customer Group« selection
list is empty.
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Fill it in as required. You can use the database structure dialog to call it. Use
and functions of the customer groups are discussed in more detail below.
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Registering and Opting-Out Process
A user must register to be allowed to access the WEB PRO Customer Portal.
The Data Protection Directives are shown on the registering site. It is not
possible to register without accepting these directives. The text of the Data
Protection Directive must be included in the »WEB PRO configuration« register tab. To activate WEB PRO, such a text is required and the system must request an entry.

In addition, you can link to an imprint which is then integrated into every
page of the portal in the browser. You can also show a special confirmation
web site.
The complete web user process can be configured in the »WEB PRO configuration« register tab.
1. Signing out: In the V2020 R1 version, users of the WEB PRO Portal/Newsletter service could use the web application to sign out. Their ac33
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count was deleted automatically. In V2020 R2 you can now specify how
cobra is to deal with the account data and the account itself:
 As before, deleting the account completely.
 Retaining the account, but deleting attributes as far as possible: This is
convenient for statistical purposes, since e.g. the number of previous
downloads of specific documents is retained. If you delete the account
completely, this detail will get lost.
 Deactivating the account, but otherwise retaining it.
If the account was linked to an address when opting out, you can also
have the email lock flag set automatically.
2. Reactivating: In the V2020 R1 version, users of the WEB PRO Portal/Newsletter service could use the web application to sign out. Their account was deleted automatically. In the V2020 R2 version it is possible to
reactivate existing accounts. However, for the account to continue to exist for reactivating, it is required to select one of the two new options at
»Signing out«.
3. Linking to the address table: cobra CRM enables you to link an account to
an address. When a retail customer registers for WEB PRO, cobra can either leave linking to the cobra user (then you should not check the checkbox »Automatic link to the address table«) or try to find a matching address. There are three options:
 There is exactly one matching address. In this case, cobra can do the
automatic linking. At the same time, cobra will transfer the attributes
specified in the WEB PRO account to the address table, if this was so
preset in the field configuration feature (in the conflict resolution setting). It must also be specified how to deal with the email lock flag in
the address. If it was set, then of course no newsletter will be sent. In
this case cobra will offer to deactivate the lock flag.
 There is no matching address.
 There are several matching addresses.
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For these three options you can then either create a new address or not do
anything.

4. Password required when logging in: WEB PRO offers to register with or
without requesting a password. When cobra is delivered, password request is initialized, i.e., a password is mandatory. A predefinition that was
set in line with the GDPR. Should you disable password request, you must
remove all password fields from websites where they are provided from
the »Layout« register tab. cobra CRM will show a note to that effect.
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Mail Templates

During the WEB PRO process, cobra CRM will send different mails.
 After registration, users are requested to click a Double-Opt-In link to activate the registered account: »Double-Opt-in« email template.
 After clicking the Double-Opt-in link there will be a success message:
»Double-Opt-in confirmation« email template.
 If a new password is requested, a link will be sent so that the user can
change his password: »Forgot password« email template.
 Here, also, there will be a success message: »Confirm password« email
template.
 If the user unsubscribes from the newsletter service, the portal etc., he is
asked to confirm it by clicking a link: »Confirm unsubscribing« email
template.
 Here, also, there will be a success message: »Confirmation of unsubscribing« email template.
 If the user wants to reactivate the account he unsubscribed from, he is also asked to confirm it by clicking a link: »Reactivating « email template.
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 Here, also, there will be a success message: »Confirmation of reactivating« email template.
For every email template including a link you can specify the period this link
is to be valid.
cobra CRM will provide predefined mail templates:

They can be selected using the small arrow in the selection field. Use the
icon at the right side of the selection list to create your own email templates.

If you click that icon, the dialog for serial email templates will pop up.
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Here you can view and edit the texts of the email templates.
Editing is the same as for editing other email templates.
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If these mails are to be entered as contacts for an address (if it is linked to
the account), call the contact settings of those mails.
Here you can select the contact template you need.
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The Management Console – Downloads and Newsletter
cobra offers a management console to administrate accounts, newsletters
and downloads. In order to use it, it is necessary to convert them into one
view as separate tabs.
To do so, call up the »Extend cobra views« tab in the configuration dialog.

Select the view to be converted and use the button to convert it.
You will receive a success message for the corresponding views by using a
checkmark.
In addition, there is a checkbox at the end of this tab that allows you to display a corresponding icon anywhere in cobra for the fields visible in the Web
Portal. This is helpful because you may provide your customers with data
from cobra via the web portal. It is helpful here to know which data are involved.
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After conversion, the Management Console is not yet immediately available.
The view must first be updated:

After updating successfully, you will see a new tab »WEB PRO PORTAL« in
the view. The Management Console is divided into three different tabs:
 Registration and subscriptions
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 Manage web content
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 Latest processes

In this section we focus on the second tab. This is used to provide newsletters for mail dispatch and downloads for the web portal. Here there was only
one change compared to V2020 R1.
Until now, every user could see all documents equally - it was »all or nothing«. Starting with the V2020 R2, documents, newsletters and accounts can
be assigned to so-called »customer groups«. This ensures that a WEB PRO
user with customer group A only receives newsletters from the same customer group and can only see downloads from this customer group in the
portal.
As there are no newsletters and downloads available when you begin, you
can create the first newsletter via the context menu and also add others by
copy/paste:
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When copying, for security reasons cobra will ask you to confirm that you
want to copy:

On the right side you will see the detailed data set, which you can fill in as in
the V2020 R1 version:
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New here is the function »Customer group«:

If you assign customer groups to all documents, but fail to do so for the accounts, no downloads will be available to WEB PRO users!
You can also do the same with newsletters:
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Registration
To gain access to WEB PRO, a potential user must register first. The associated web page contains a form that records the registration data and can be
configured in the WEB PRO configuration dialog in the »Layout« tab.
Besides this page there are others available as well. You will find them in the
first selection list. For the registration process the » Newsletter registration«
page is relevant at this point:

In this dialog you will find a variety of elements on the left side:
 Fields for the account record.
 More components:
 Title – these are boilerplate texts that can display a text on the web
page.
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 Text - these are boilerplate texts that can display a text on the web
page.
 Newsletter options - this includes displaying all available newsletters.
When registering, these are only those newsletters that have not been
explicitly assigned to a customer group (at the time of registration, the
customer does not yet have an account, this is why he cannot be assigned to a customer group).
 Buttons - here you can perform actions.
The registration page is structured as follows:
 Title

 Newsletter options

 Boilerplate text

 Button

 4 fields
The result looks a little bit like this:

In addition to the content shown, the privacy policy as well as the imprint are
displayed. This has been configured accordingly in the »WEB PRO configuration«.
The password field is listed twice, because it is required to confirm it when
entering the password. You only need to store the password field once in the
configurator.
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You can now edit the individual fields freely, as you were used to in the Mobile Editor. You can simply drag and drop the fields or components onto the
page. To create structure for them, you can enter rows and columns.
Any modifications must be confirmed with »OK« or »Apply«. Only then will
they be available in the Web Portal. If any changes are made, customers may
have to reload the page.
The individual components have several properties that will be explained below.
To access the registration page, you can select the »Summary« tab in the
configuration dialog:

Here you can see three links:
 Registration for the newsletter service
 Unsubscribing from the newsletter service
 Registration for the download center
If you select the first link, the corresponding registration form will now open
in your browser, which you can fill in with your login information:
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It is important to select the data protection provisions. Otherwise, WEB PRO
will remind you:
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You can now select them:

Note: The newsletter options were added to the configuration dialog, but no
newsletters were specified that are available without a customer group. This
is why they will not be shown in the browser.
After successful registration there will be feedback:
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You can also design this page. To do this, call up the »Registration feedback«
page in the configuration dialog:

The same components as in the registration page will be available.
In addition to calling the confirmation page, you will receive an email. This
contains a confirmation link that the user must click on to perform a double
opt-in. The newsletter service will only be GDPR-compliant with this link.
The registration is now visible in the Management Console:
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The record has the status »Waiting«. cobra CRM is waiting for the DOI, so to
speak.
Once this has been done (clicking on the confirmation link in the mail), the
status changes to »Confirmed«. Another mail is sent (this time without a link)
and a confirmation web page is displayed:
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This page can also be edited:

In the Management Console you can see that no address has been linked, i.e.
here nothing is currently displayed in the bottom right quadrant. To link an
address, the selection list »Address« can be opened:
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cobra CRM here shows all addresses of the address table. In this particular
scenario, we have disabled the automatic link to the address table. If it was
activated, cobra CRM would use the email address to check whether a matching address (to this email) existed, and link it.
cobra can already limit the selection during manual assignment. This is set in
the database structure dialog:

Among the free tables there is also the table »Double-Opt-Ins«. This is where
the accounts are managed. There is a field relating to the addresses. This
field can be provided with a filter as specified in the figure. This is done either via the filter dialog or by direct entry in the field.
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Thanks to the filter, the selection in the Management Console is limited to
the address(es) with the email address in question, if there is at least one
such address:

If the automatic assignment has been activated, the assignment takes place
immediately after clicking on the confirmation link in the mail.
In this case, status is not set to »Confirmed«, but to »Verified«. If linking was
not set to be done automatically, this must be done manually.
In the top right-hand corner of the »Registration« area you can see from
which IP address the DOI was made.
By the way, it is also possible to create a new address if no suitable one can
be found. Use the icon besides the arrow in the selection list:
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This opens a dialog for creating an address. Last but not least there is also
the possibility to delete the link again. Use the red cross beside it to delete
the link.
Since a matching address was already found, it must now be verified. Verification is necessary in order to activate the WEB PRO portal for the user. It
isnot sufficient to confirm it by using the DOI link.
For this purpose it is useful to compare the linked address and the account
record. To do so, go to the »Linked address« tab at the bottom right:

There you can see the respective field, the account record and the fields of
the address table. These are all fields linked in the »Field configuration«. You
can now use the arrow keys to synchronize the values between the fields.
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This can also be done automatically if the automatic link has been activated
in the configuration:

You can now also select the »Verify Account« button to unlock the account.
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Now the WEB PRO user can log in (the link can be found in the last confirmation mail):

This page can also be edited accordingly:

Users can view their data in the portal:
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This page can also be edited accordingly:

Short Digression: Buttons
Three buttons were displayed on the page in the Web Portal, each with a different design:
 »Save«: Green button
 »Unsubscribe from the newsletter service«: Red button
 »To the download portal«: Link
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This look can be defined in the object properties of the respective button in
the configuration dialog:

The object properties of a button offer the option to:
 Specify actions
 Select the type of display
 Define conditions
 Label the button
The type of display is shown in the figure above:
 »Standard« corresponds to a green button
 »Warning« corresponds to a red button
 «Hyperlink« corresponds to a link
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Starting with the V2020 R2 version, cobra offers the option to assign several
actions to a button in WEB PRO:

To do so, select the »...« in the first property of the object properties. A dialog
opens in which one or more actions can be specified:
 »Send a form«: This will save all modifications in cobra, e.g. modifications of profile data. This action completes an operation.
 »Cancel«: This cancels the current operation without saving any modifications.
 »Accessing an external page«: Here you can include a hyperlink, e.g. to
www.cobra.de.
 »Accessing a WebPro page«: cobra WEB PRO follows a defined process, as
the registration process clearly showed. Using the example of master data
management, newsletters can be cancelled or the account be deleted
completely. For this purpose WEB PRO redirects to a separate »Log offSelection« page. This can be defined here.
 »Sending a mail«: This sends a WEB PRO mail template, e.g. a registration
confirmation.
 »Delete account«: This will delete the account according to the criteria
set.
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Conditions can also be defined for buttons:
These serve to check, e.g. before a
registration, whether the given email
has been filled in correctly. If the condition is not met, a message is sent to
the user and the action is not executed.
Finally, the label indicates the text to
be displayed on the button.

Short Digression: Title/ Body
Title and body have less properties. You can enter a text here and define the
font size. It is also an option to assign HTML tags:
 <b>body</b> makes the text in the tags appear bold
 <i>body</i> makes the text in the tags appear in italics
 <br> will insert a line break
The master data administration contains a link for logging off in the upper
right corner. It cannot be edited in the configuration dialog.
As in the V2020 R1 version, the link to the download area leads to the area
where downloads are displayed. However, as described above, only those
downloads are available here that correspond to the customer group of the
user logged in:
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This page is currently not editable.
Changes to the master data will cause the account to assume the status
»Changed« if manual confirmations have been configured. Here changes
must be explicitly confirmed/accepted and the account verified.
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However, since there is a modification here and not a new registration, the
WEB PRO user still has full access to the WEB PRO portal even though his
status has not yet been »Verified«:
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The Management Console – Managing Accounts
Accounts can also be created and managed directly from the management
console. Here you can, for example, open a new account via the context
menu:
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An input mask opens, which works just like the Management Console:

The rest of the process is performed just as registration via the WEB PRO
portal.
The Management Console provides all the features required to manage an
account:
 Creating a new account
 Modifying data
 Cancelling an account
 Deactivating an account
 Assigning customer groups
 Linking an address
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The management console also shows any modifications done by the user,
such as all downloads and newsletter orders:
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In the latest processes, details about all accounts, new downloads, overviews
and statistics are also available:

Changing a Password
If a user has forgotten his password, he can click on the corresponding link
on the login page:
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He is then prompted to enter the mail that was deposited before:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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The user will receive a mail with a link that takes him to the page enabling a
new registration. Simultaneously, this very process is reported back to him:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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After clicking on the link a new password can be entered:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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After successful modification, a success mail is sent and feedback is displayed in the portal:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:

Unsubscribing
If a user wants to log off from the newsletter service, he has two options:
 He can cancel sending the newsletter only.
 But he can also cancel his account.
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In both cases the red button can be selected in the master data administration:

Another page will appear where the user is informed about his options:
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This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:

If the user decides to delete his account completely, he needs to confirm a
security prompt:
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If he also confirms this prompt, he will receive a mail and feedback in his
browser:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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The confirmation email contains a link that the user must click on to unsubscribe permanently:

This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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Alternatively, cobra assigns a personalized login mail to each account. You
will find them in the Management Console:

This link can, e.g., be integrated into a newsletter. The user then only needs
to click on this link to be taken to the unsuscribe page automatically:
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This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:

The process that requires entering a password was described in these examples. This process is often shortened if a password is not required.
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Reactivating Accounts
Depending on the settings in the configuration dialog, accounts are either
deleted or only deactivated when logging off. Here you can also specify whether you want reactivating a deactivated account to be an option:

The user can later reactivate the account using the options »Empty account
record [...]« or »Set account record to 'Inactive' [...]«.
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To do so, the user can register as usual.

Since the account already exists, the user can decide to reactivate his account. To do so, however, he must still know his mail and password:
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This page can be edited in the configuration dialog:

If the return message was successful, the user receives a corresponding mail
and a success message again. They can be edited in the configuration dialog:
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